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Automatic Music Transcription
Overview and Monophonic Pitch Estimation



Overview of Automatic Music Transcription (AMT)

● Predict score information from acoustic music signals
○ Pitch contour: frame-level continuous pitch curves 
○ MIDI: note-level events or piano rolls
○ Sheet music: symbolic music notation

AMT Model MIDI (piano roll)

Sheet music

Pitch contours



AMT Tasks

● Pitch estimation (frame-level)
○ Monophonic pitch estimation from a single sound source
○ Polyphonic pitch estimation from multiple sound sources

■ Polyphonic single instrument: piano, guitar
■ Polyphonic multiple instrument: violin + cello + piano (stream-level)

○ Melody estimation: single melodic pitch estimation from multiple sound 
sources

Automatic Music Transcription: An Overview, Emmanouil Benetos, Simon Dixon, Zhiyao Duan, and Sebastian Ewert, IEEE SPM, 2018

Monophonic Polyphonic Polyphonic + instrument



AMT Tasks

● Note Transcription (note-level)
○ Based on the frame-level pitch estimation
○ Identify a note by detecting the onset and offset à MIDI note on/off events
○ The task is challenging when the pitch is expressive (e.g. singing, violin)

“Note on: note=61, vel=80” 
“Note off: note=61, vel=80” 

MIDI Messages

Singing Note Transcription (Tony)Polyphonic piano transcription

https://www.sonicvisualiser.org/tony/https://piano-scribe.glitch.me/

https://www.sonicvisualiser.org/tony/
https://piano-scribe.glitch.me/


AMT Tasks

● The sheet music needs a lot more information (complete AMT)
○ Based on the note transcription 
○ Metric analysis: tempo estimation, beat/downbeat detection 

à quantize onset and offsets to beat-based time units
○ Key detection: 12 pitch classes and major/minor (e.g. C major)
○ Notes: clef, stem, beam   
○ Expressions: dynamics (e.g. piano/forte), articulation (e.g. staccato), 

phrasing, tempo, and more 
stem

beamkey

Treble clef
Bass clef

tempo

dynamics



Monophonic Pitch Estimation

● When a tone is generated with a pitch, the waveform is periodic (or 
nearly periodic) and the spectrum is harmonic (or nearly harmonic)

● Pitch is often called fundamental frequency or “F0” (F0 =1/period) 

● Traditional approaches (digital signal processing)
○ Time-domain approach: estimate the period of the waveform
○ Frequency-domain approach: exploit the harmonic pattern
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Monophonic Pitch Estimation

● Time-Domain approach
○ Measure the period:  𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑥(𝑡 + 𝑇)
○ Calculate the distance between a segment in a fixed window and another 

segment in a sliding window
■ Auto-correlation function (ACF): distance by the inner product
■ Average magnitude difference function (AMDF) : Euclidean distance
■ AMDF is more robust to the amplitude changes compared to ACF

○ Find the time difference (lag) that makes the best match
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YIN

● Based on the normalized AMDF  
○ Choose the minimum notch below a threshold

● Recently used as a “pitch representation vector” for neural analysis and 
synthesis of speech (YINgram)

YIN, a fundamental frequency estimator for speech and music, Alain de Cheveigne, Hideki Kawahara, JASA, 2002
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Neural Analysis and Synthesis: Reconstructing Speech from Self-Supervised Representations, Hyeong-Seok Choi, Juheon Lee, Wansoo Kim, Jie
Lee, Hoon Heo, Kyogu Lee, NeurIPS, 2021



Monophonic Pitch Estimation

● Frequency-domain approach
○ Pattern matching: cross-correlation between log-frequency spectrum with a 

pre-defined harmonic template
■ PureData pitch tracker: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRtoBR12Yoc

○ Harmonic product sum (HPS): successive product with harmonically down-
sampled spectra

template Log-frequency Spectrum

Real-time audio analysis tools for Pd and MSP, Miller S. Puckette, Theodore Apel, David D. Zicarelli, ICMC, 1998

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRtoBR12Yoc


Monophonic Pitch Estimation

● Cepstrum
○ Decompose spectrum into harmonic partials (periodic) and frequency 

envelope (slowly-varying) 
○ Real Cepstrum: 𝑐! 𝑙 = real{FFT"# log 𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝑥 )}
○ “Liftering” to remove the frequency envelope
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Monophonic Pitch Estimation

● CREPE: state-of-the-art pitch estimation using CNN
○ Classification-based approach
○ Input: a single frame of waveforms (1024 samples, resampled to 16kHz)
○ Output: quantized pitch with a resolution of 20 cents --> 360 classes
○ The output labels are smoothed using a Gaussian function: softening the 

penalty for near-correct predictions

CREPE: A Convolutional Representation for Pitch Estimation, Jong Wook Kim, Justin Salamon, Peter Li, Juan P. Bello, ICASSP, 2018

https://marl.github.io/crepe/

https://marl.github.io/crepe/


Post processing (Smoothing)

● Median filtering
○ Handy and useful to remove outliers (e.g. octave jump)

● Viterbi decoding (based on hidden Markov model ) 
○ Find the best path with the maximum likelihood considering pitch transition  
○ PYIN: use a probabilistic threshold and find the best sequence (Tony)

PYIN: A fundamental frequency estimator using probabilistic threshold distributions, Matthias Mauch, Simon Dixon, ICASSP, 2014

(Dan Ellis’s E4896 Course Slides)



Melody Extraction

● Extract melodic pitch contours from polyphonic music 
○ Pre-dominant pitch estimation in the presence of multiple sound sources
○ Downstream tasks: cover song detection, query-by-humming, and more.. 

● What is melody? 
○ “The melody is the single (monophonic) pitch sequence that a listener might 

reproduce if asked to whistle or hum a piece of polyphonic music, and that a 
listener would recognize as being the essence of that music when heard in 
comparison”. 

○ Vocal is the main melodic source in popular music

Melody Transcription from Music Audio: Approaches and Evaluation, G. E. Poliner, D. P. W. Ellis, F. Ehmann, E. Gomez, S. ´ Streich, and B. Ong, 
IEEE TASLP, 2007



Melody Extraction

● Methods
○ Salience-based approach: use a saliency function (e.g. HPS)
○ Source separation approach: separate the melodic source and use the 

monophonic pitch estimation 
○ Classification-based approach: use CNN or CRNN 

Melody Extraction from Polyphonic Music Signals: Approaches, Applications and Challenges, J. Salamon, E. Gómez, D. P. W. Ellis and G. Richard, 
IEEE SPM, 2014



CNN-based Pitch Estimation / Melodic Extraction 

● CNN predicts each of the successive pitch independently 

● Can we predict the output considering the surrounding context (features 
in previous or next predictions) for better performance ?  

Each prediction is 
independent



CNN-based Pitch Estimation / Melodic Extraction 

● Method #1: Increasing the input context size
○ May improve the performance but need a relatively deeper network
○ Limited to capturing successive features only in close neighbors



CRNN-based Pitch Estimation / Melodic Extraction 

● Method #2: connect the feature maps temporally using recurrent neural 
networks  
○ We use information from not only the input but also the hidden layer states 

in the previous or next time steps (many-to-many)
○ We regard the hidden units activations as dynamic states which are 

successively updated every time step

The update can be forward
or backward in time



Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

● A family of neural networks that have connections between previous 
states and current states of hidden layers
○ The hidden units are “state vectors” with regard to the input index (i.e. time)
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Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

● This simple structure is often called “Vanilla RNN”
○ tanh(𝑥) is a common choice of the activation function 𝑔(𝑥)
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Training RNN: Forward Pass

● The hidden layers keep updating the states over the time steps 
○ Regard the progressively extended neural network over time as a single large 

neural network where the weights (𝑊$
% , 𝑊&

" ) are shared at each time step  
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Training RNN: Backward Pass

● Backpropagation through time (BPTT)
○ Gradients flow in both the top-down pass and the time
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The Problem of Vanilla RNN

● As the time steps increase in the training, the gradients during BPTT can 
become unstable
○ Exploding or vanishing gradients

● Exploding gradients can be controlled by gradient clipping but vanishing 
gradients require a different architecture

● In practice, the vanilla RNNs are used only when the input is a short 
sequence. 



Vanilla RNN

● Another view

Source: Colah’s blog: http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

● Four neural network layers in one module
○ Two recurrent flows  

Source: Colah’s blog: http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

● Cell state (“the key to LSTM”)
○ Information can flow through without a change: similar to the skip connection!
○ The sigmoid gates are a relaxation of the binary gate (0 or 1) 

Source: Colah’s blog: http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

Forget gate Input gate

Forget gate Input gate

New information

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

● Generate the next state from the cell

Source: Colah’s blog: http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

Output gate

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


Singing Melody Extraction

● Joint learning of singing voice detection and vocal pitch estimation  
○ Combining the loss functions from the two tasks
○ Vocal pitch classification (CRNN)

■ ResNet stacks: “no pooling over time”
■ Bi-directional LSTM-RNN to learn temporal dependency
■ Use the Gaussian blurring in the output layer

○ Singing voice detector  (CRNN)
■ Use the shared features from the three layers of

the pitch classifier: “hierarchical” audio features
(e.g., vocal formant, vibrato, portamento)

■ Bi-directional LSTM-RNN

Joint Detection and Classification of Singing Voice Melody Using Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks, Sangeun Kum and Juhan Nam, 2019


